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Abstract

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) conducted a literature review to determine the potential benefits of a display of angle-of-attack (AoA) on the flight deck of commercial transport that may aid a pilot in energy state awareness, upset recovery, and/or diagnosis of air data system failure. This literature review encompassed an exhaustive list of references available and includes studies on the benefits of displaying AoA information during all phases of flight. It also contains information and descriptions about various AoA indicators such as dial, vertical and horizontal types as well as AoA displays on the primary flight display and the head up display. Any training given on the use of an AoA indicator during the research studies or experiments is also included for review.
1. Introduction

Accidents resulting from Loss of Control – In Flight (LOC-I) continue to be the principal cause of commercial transport aviation fatalities worldwide (Figure 1). Between 2003 and 2012, 24 percent of fatal accidents, accounting for 39 percent of total aviation fatalities, were attributable to LOC-I. Of these, 59 percent occurred during the takeoff/initial climb and final approach/landing phases of flight (Boeing, 2013). In response to these findings, cooperative industry-government research into flight deck technologies, with the potential to minimize the problems and contributing factors of loss-of-energy state awareness, has been initiated.

One technology that has been proposed to increase the pilot’s ability to avoid, detect, and recover from situations that may lead to LOC-I is an angle-of-attack (AoA) display. This idea is motivated by the following: AoA information is considered most useful to the flight crew to show the margin to stall or stall warning, and AoA information may also be useful in the diagnosis of an air data system (e.g., pitot or static system) failure. An AoA indicator may further aid the pilot in recovering the aircraft from an upset situation.

An airplane upset occurs when an airplane unintentionally exceeds the normal flight parameters found in either line operations or training. They are unintentional in nature because the aircraft is not doing what it was commanded to do, and therefore is entering
unsafe conditions. Upsets can be attributed to the environment, equipment and/or pilots (Upset Recovery Industry Team, 2008).

While each airplane model’s specific value may vary, the following criteria are generally used to define an airplane upset situation (Upset Recovery Industry Team, 2008):

- Pitch attitude greater than 25 degrees, nose up;
- Pitch attitude greater than 10 degrees, nose down;
- Bank angle greater than 45 degrees;
- Within the above parameters, but flying at airspeeds inappropriate for the conditions.

The purpose of this research is to review literature from industry, academia and government agencies to evaluate past research on AoA displays and their effectiveness; review the types of AoA systems and their use; discuss the potential benefits of AoA displays to aid in energy state awareness, upset recovery and diagnosis of air data system failures; and review any previous training given or currently suggested regarding AoA indicators.
2. Angle-of-Attack

Angle-of-attack (AoA) is an aerodynamic parameter critical to understanding airplane stability, performance and control. AoA is the angle between a reference line on the airplane or wing and the relative wind or on-coming air.

Two other angles are more commonly referred to in reference to the fuselage (Figure 2). They are the pitch angle (attitude) and the flight path angle. The pitch angle is the angle between the fuselage and the horizon and is displayed on either the artificial horizon or the attitude indicator. The flight path angle, also referred to as the climb or descent angle, is calculated as the vertical angle between the velocity vector (i.e., where the airplane is going) and the Earth’s horizon and can be displayed on the primary flight display as a flight path vector. In still air (i.e., no wind), AoA is the difference between the flight path angle and the pitch attitude (angle), assuming no wind (Cashman, Kelly, and Nield, 2005).

![Figure 2: Angle-of-Attack, Flight Path Angle and Pitch attitude (Upset Recovery Industry Team, 2008)](image)

A typical wing has a range of AoA over which it can function efficiently. With a typical cambered wing design, there is a small amount of lift at zero degrees of AoA (Figure 3). As the AoA increases, lift increases, until the air flowing over the wing will eventually separate from the upper surface, resulting in a loss of lift, or a stall. This stall condition can occur at any airspeed, altitude, or attitude (Figure 4), but will always occur at the critical angle of attack. Therefore, knowing when the wing is approaching this critical AoA is an important element of aircraft energy state awareness (Upset Recovery Industry Team, 2008).
Figure 3: Lift at Angle of Attack (Upset Recovery Industry Team, 2008)

Figure 4: Different Pitch Attitudes and Stall AoA (Upset Recovery Industry Team, 2008)
3. Historical Research

The idea that usable AoA information can be gathered from a display already in the cockpit has persisted over the years. Cockpit displays, such as the stall margin on the airspeed tape and the pitch limit indicator on the primary attitude display, show AoA implicitly in the cockpit. Since AoA is a parameter that can’t be sensed by pilots (Tucker and Gordon, 1959; Karayanakis, 1982), displayed AoA is beginning to be considered a valuable piece of information needed for many situations during flight; especially resolving upset recovery situations and detecting air data system failures. The following is a historical review of the studies done on AoA displays.

Svimonoff (1958) introduced the United States Air Force (USAF) Advanced Flight Instrument Panel that included an AoA indicator. This report detailed the evaluation of this system by various military, airframe and equipment test pilots as well as the implementation and recommended improvements of the overall system. At the time, AoA was an entirely new control parameter being displayed to the pilots. The large scale used on the indicator and the unstable characteristics during turbulence hindered the pilot’s ability to develop a technique or use for the information presented. The AoA indicator developed for the test was only shown during the useful and well defined phases of flight: final approach, cruise and stall. No training on the use of the AoA indicator was given to the pilots beforehand. Pilots originally thought the AoA indicators were useless, but as they became familiar with and learned how to incorporate the information better, they understood the benefits and the resistance to the indicators subsided. The designers found that reducing the original scale factor of the AoA indicator and fixing the unreliable characteristics of the indicator in turbulent air helped increase acceptance and understanding by the pilots. There was a suggestion for further investigation on requirements for the display of AoA, as well as a training program that would allow pilots to take full advantage of the information.

Several other studies were done to test and judge the efficacy of AoA indicators. During flight studies to determine potential operating problems for the future of jet transports, Fishel, Butchart, Glenn, and Robinson (1958) investigated the relationship between 1g stall speed and stall characteristics that occurred during take-off and landing maneuvers. An AoA indicator was installed to give pilots a better indication of the aircraft’s attitude during take-off. The pilots discovered that when the AoA indicator was used with other instruments (which the authors did not specify) they were able to achieve an optimal take-off attitude at speeds below the intended take-off speeds. This lessened the large AoAs and increased drag normally attributed to higher take-off speeds and over-rotation, and enabled the pilots to maintain proper aircraft attitude during take-off and climb-out.

Again in 1958, the Second Air Defense Command Safety Symposium (Orr, 1958), discussed flight safety issues in the terminal area and it was recommended that an AoA indicator be added near the airspeed indicator for future deliveries of their aircraft, and installed on the current inventory. This AoA indicator would be used in conjunction with a glideslope indicator to aid in establishing final approach sink rate.
Later, in 1963, during a presentation of ‘lessons learned’ from high speed supersonic transport flight operations, Barton (1963) stated that AoA indicators reduced pilot workload and allowed for more accurate control during the landing phase of flight. This increased control provided an additional margin of safety.

Several studies were done in the late 1960s through the 1970s. A study by Gee, Gaidisic, and Enevoldson (1971) evaluated whether AoA information was a useful addition to the General Aviation cockpit. The pilots, who did not receive any training with the display prior to flying in the experiment and varied widely in their piloting experience, appreciated the ease with which the AoA indicator allowed them to obtain trim and power settings. Piloting tasks that included take-offs, climbs, low speed maneuvers, approaches and landings were evaluated. The study found that an AoA indicator was a desired display to convey margin to stall as well as being a single reference point that allowed the pilot to select an approach trim condition which resulted in consistent flare and float characteristics regardless of weight or flap settings. It was concluded that displaying AoA was valuable during final approach as a way to maintain the flight path to the airport and in maneuvers to flare. Furthermore, it was found to be a desirable control parameter when used in conjunction with airspeed, attitude and other information.

In 1972, a conference was held by the Flight Mechanics Panel to discuss handling qualities criteria of aircraft within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) countries. Twenty-one papers were presented and discussed to determine the direction that the panel should take in the future. In the comments section of the paper titled “Criteria for Stall and Post Stall Gyrations,” (Lamar, 1972) several commenters mentioned the desire to have an AoA indicator included in the cockpit display and one commenter questioned “if the test pilot of an aircraft needed an angle of attack indicator to stay out of a stall, then shouldn’t every aircraft have one?” Hancock (1972) stated that:

*Fundamentally, and it has always been recognized as such, stall is a function of angle of attack, also rate of change of angle of attack, rather than speed. It would be more logical to express the safety margin in terms of angle of attack, especially from the point of view of accounting for atmospheric turbulence effects. However, the use of speed is more convenient and is by now well established; it is understood that the definition of the slow rate of decrease of speed is equivalent to a statement on the slow rate of increase in the angle of attack.*

It was further proposed that AoA information would be valuable during the transition flight phase as well as during upsets caused by turbulence (Hancock, 1972).

Odle (1972) tasked with studying and evaluating an AoA system for use in the United States Air Force (USAF) Air Training Command’s flight training program, found that AoA systems were most valuable in preventing stalls during the traffic pattern and landing phase. The study was used to determine which flying maneuvers could be flown using the AoA system and how, using AoA, those maneuvers should be flown. A large majority of the pilots in the study used AoA information and airspeed to control the
aircraft with greater confidence while flying traffic patterns and maneuvers requiring maximum performance. Further research was suggested to better understand other beneficial uses of an AoA indicator. Other studies cited in Karayanakis (1982) found that AoA feedback was useful during flight maneuvers such as: take-off, climb, turns, cruise, slow-flight, descent and landings. The AoA indicator gives the pilot a safe margin to stall that is independent of weight, bank angle, g-forces or density altitude variations.

The Navy evaluated AoA indicators to determine the optimum settings for the phases of flight where it determined it was most beneficial (Carlquist, 1960). They found that an AoA indicator provided useful information during steep turns, while gaining altitude where thrust was limited, maximum endurance flight at steady altitude, ground control approaches, normal field landings in smooth air, and carrier landings. It was impractical to use during cruise since the optimum AoA changed along with altitude, and it was difficult to use during times of turbulence. The AoA indicator was a primary reference during ground control approaches, stall warning, and smooth air landings and it was a secondary reference during other phases of flight. Following this study, it was recommended that AoA systems be installed according to military specifications. For the Navy, using AoA for low-speed control during carrier landings has shown a reduction in stall accidents and high energy landings (Forrest, 1969; Karayanakis, 1982). They also found that implementing the use of AoA on their other aircraft contributed to a substantial reduction in workload by providing a known margin to stall. This knowledge allowed pilots to achieve maximum aircraft performance during flight maneuvers. There was an almost complete elimination of early rotation during takeoff, and aircraft using AoA indicators were able to attain and maintain maximum range and endurance. Furthermore, AoA indicators were used to prevent stalls at high altitudes (above 40,000 feet) during high-g maneuvers. This led to significant improvements of all Navy jet operations. Forrest (1969) also believed that many of these advantages applied to commercial aircraft and anticipated the widespread use of AoA indicators in both jetliners and corporate jets.

Several studies, (Carlquist, 1960; Ellis, 1977; Gee, Gaidsic, and Enevoldson, 1971; Karayanakis 1982) noted that acceptance of AoA indicators varied with exposure. Most pilots have more experience and familiarity with the airspeed indicator and this may have had an influence on the perception of its usability. Pilots who were unfamiliar with AoA indicators needed practice with the instrument and an adjustment period to really understand the benefits. Carlquist (1960) found that acceptance by military pilots was varied due to factors which included: presentation, sensitivity, reliability, environmental conditions, aircraft maintenance procedures, individual pilot training and experience, and squadron policy and procedures.

Many of the previous studies called for further investigation into the actual requirements for an AoA display as well as further studies to better understand the full range of uses and benefits of displaying AoA in the cockpit. Studies of this nature were not found. In fact, research into displaying AoA information directly in the cockpit was primarily conducted prior to the 1980s. The research that was reviewed covered AoA use in
general aviation, military, and early transport aircraft; however, research using current general aviation, military and jet transport aircraft was not found.
4. AoA in the Cockpit

An AoA system contains all the components needed to calculate and display AoA in the cockpit. An AoA system typically contains these four components: sensors, transducers, indicators and stall-warning devices. Sensors can be either vane or probe types (Figure 5) which sense differential pressure through ports. One or more of these sensors are attached to either the wing or the forward fuselage (Figure 6) and sense the relative airflow. Transducers transform the sensor output to create a signal that is sent to the cockpit indicator. This signal can be sent directly or passed through an air data system (MacDonald, 2002). This signal must be corrected for flow effects across the aircraft nose and fuselage, position errors, and Mach number as well as other aerodynamic corrections to create an AoA measure relative to the aircraft wing. For commercial transport aircraft, these corrections can be significant (Cashman, Kelly, and Nield, 2005). AoA indicators include various display methods which may present the information implicitly (e.g., Pitch Limit Indicator, PLI, or ‘barber pole’ airspeed warnings) or explicitly indicating AoA using angles, normalized units, or symbols (e.g., indexers). Finally, stall-warning devices use AoA data to warn of impending stalls. Because AoA is critical for stall and stall margin awareness, the systems typically compute and display the critical AoA (stall AoA). For accuracy this computation must take into account how the critical AoA changes with the aircraft configuration (e.g., gear, flaps, spoilers, etc.), Mach number, and other aerodynamic effects (MacDonald, 2002).

Figure 5: Common AoA Sensor Types (MacDonald, 2002)
AoA is displayed in the cockpit in a variety of ways. Examples of AoA displays are taken from previous research as well as current AoA display options used in military, private and commercial aircraft. AoA indicators come in various stand-alone styles: circular/dial, horizontal, or vertical. They are also available on the primary flight display or head-up display as a dial, tape, or as a display of the calculated AoA value. Their size and position vary by manufacturer and aircraft. The scale on the indicator may display AoA in arbitrary units (Figure 7), normalized units (Figure 8), or actual degrees (Figure 9). The dial-type scale not only gives current AoA information, but it can also function as a rate-of-change indicator. This rate-of-change information can give the pilot an awareness of the situation that can keep the aircraft from entering a critical AoA state. AoA indexers, normally found in military aircraft, are also reviewed.
Normalized AoA indicators show a series of numbers between 0.0 and 1.0, where 0.6 is an AoA that is approximately 30 percent above margin to stall, taking into account the aircraft’s current weight and configuration (Aarons, 2006). Since this stall AoA is dependent upon aircraft configuration, among other things, the normalization factor would need to change if a normalized AoA value of 1.0 is to always indicate the critical AoA. Furthermore, using normalized AoA indicators on commercial jet aircraft would require that the AoA calculation include Mach number which would inhibit the indicator from being used as a cross-check of a possible pitot or static system failure (Cashman, Kelly, and Nield, 2005). Color wedges can be added on a dial indicator to further situation awareness. As an example, a green wedge from 0.0 to 0.6, a yellow wedge from 0.6 to 0.8 and a red wedge from 0.8 to stall. Staying in the green should keep the pilot out of harm’s way. The green-yellow border, which is still within the 30 percent margin to stall, is best for low-speed, maximum lift maneuvers that typically occur directly after takeoff or during final approach. At 0.8, the stall warning devices normally activate (Aarons, 2006).
With a non-normalized design, the AoA read-out reflects only the sensed AoA (Figure 10). In a pitot or static failure situation, the marks indicating stall warning, stick shaker and the speed tape bands may act erratically, but the needle and numerical read-out of AoA will remain stable and usable. This also enables non-normalized indicators to be used as a backup for an unreliable airspeed reading (Cashman, Kelly, Nield, 2000).

Figure 10: Inset of Boeing AoA Gauge (Cashman, Kelly, Nield, 2000)

Two types of early AoA indicators (not depicted), the Kollsman airspeed/AoA indicator and the Specialties Inc. AoA indicator were evaluated by Tucker and Gordon (1959) at the Air Force Flight Test Center. Thirty-two flights, primarily testing power approach problems, were flown. Secondary considerations included maximum range and endurance, as well as recovering from stalls and engine flame-outs during approach. The Kollsman airspeed/AoA indicator presented AoA indirectly on the airspeed indicator using a “marked ring which travels the circumference of the indicator. Aligning the airspeed needle with the appropriate AoA index, the airplane will be flown at the optimum airspeed for that condition at essentially all the gross weights and bank angles.” (Tucker and Gordon, 1959) Because there were two moving reference points, the information provided was not useable rate information until the aircraft’s airspeed and AoA was close to optimum. The movable reference points also made it unsuitable for measuring closeness to the desired AoA. The presentation allowed the pilots to reference either airspeed or AoA independently. The Specialties, Inc. gauge provided a direct indication of AoA, but it was done in arbitrary units that the pilots had no experience interpreting. Pilots in the Tucker and Gordon (1959) study preferred the Kollsman system over the Specialties, Inc. AoA system. Both indicators were evaluated and while it was discovered that both were good for optimizing cruise, neither was recommended for inclusion into the USAF’s F-106 or F-102 fleet because they were not believed to aid in the approach problems for which they were tested. The study did find that both systems would be useful in the event of a pitot-static system failure.

In a 1960 study looking to determine optimum AoA settings for all applicable phases of flight, the Navy studied two (of which only one system is pictured below) dial-type indicators with a pointer that moved counterclockwise in increasing value of AoA, in units from 0-30 (Figure 11) (Carlquist, 1960). This movement better matched the movement of both the airspeed indicator and aircraft pitch attitude. Three movable index markers rotated within the face. The marker with a hashed area at 25-27 units indicated
the point of the stall warning while the other two movable markers could mark other desired pre-determined values. A fixed marker at the 3 o’clock position marked the optimum approach AoA.

**Figure 11: Specialties, Inc. B-2 Dial-type AoA Indicator (Carlquist, 1960)**

The study also included an AoA approach index indicator (Figure 12). The center circle was lit to indicate the optimum approach angle and the chevrons lit up to give the direction of correction needed to maintain the optimum approach angle (Carlquist, 1960).

**Figure 12: Specialties, Inc. AoA Approach Index Indicator (Carlquist, 1960)**

In 1969, Forrest wrote a report for the FAA which studied whether using AoA information as well as other required instruments would “enhance the process of learning
to pilot an airplane”. They found that most of the benefit of using AoA came while flying steep ascent and descent. However, it was determined that AoA displays may be more beneficial to instrument rated pilots, since most beginning pilots use visual cues to fly. The researchers felt that one limitation to their study was the presentation of AoA. Sixty percent of the instructor pilots felt that a different presentation of AoA may have improved its use by the subject pilots during flight. The instrument used was a dial-type indicator that used arbitrary reference units, graduated in thirty units. Certain reference units applied to certain maneuvers, and it was the pilot’s job to know which reference unit correlated to which maneuver. Recommendations for further research into using an AoA indicator in instrument flight training were made since there are many benefits to using AoA that may be better realized at the instrument pilot level (Forrest, 1969).

The AoA indicator used on a twin engine general aviation airplane for a 1971 study conducted by Gee, et al., was a horizontal display, mounted above the instrument panel on the left side of the cockpit (Figure 13), to enable it to be within the pilot’s field-of-view as he looked through the windscreen. The regions were color coded to simplify understanding of the information.

Pilots in Odle’s 1972 study, which looked at AoA use in various flight maneuvers for the USAF’s Air Training Command’s Instrument Flight Center, stated a desire for AoA to be displayed as the percent of lift available. They felt that displaying the percent of lift available led to better understanding and easier application of the AoA information. Additionally, displaying AoA as a percentage of lift available was appropriate and desired due to the fact that when the display read 0.8, the pilots knew that there was 20 percent lift available, whereas when an indicator showing available AoA read 0.8, this corresponded to 20 percent of available AoA left. While similar, the differences are
significant. The pilots felt that displaying AoA as a percentage of lift available was more direct and transferable across aircraft. The study also recommended that a standardization of AoA displays and symbology across airframes be implemented (Odle, 1972).

For Odle’s (1972) study, a Bendix Standardized AoA System was used that included an AoA indicator and a head-up indexer. The Bendix indicator (not pictured) is a round dial which displayed the percentage of available AoA. The scale ranged from zero lift angle (0) through the stall angle (1.1), where 1.0 represents a stall. The approach index is set at 0.60, while maximum endurance is set at 0.30. The approach to stall is shown with amber coloring and begins at 0.90, while the stall area is shown with red coloring and begins at 1.0 (Odle, 1972).

The head-up indexer (Figure 14) was mounted directly in front of the pilot and used trend information to indicate high, slightly high, on approach, slightly low or low AoA flight information. The indexers were unanimously accepted by the study pilots who found them to be an effective cue of the direction of pitch attitude correction needed to maintain an optimum AoA. Furthermore, it allowed the pilot to fly ‘heads up’ with better aircraft control and more accuracy during the traffic pattern and landing phase (Odle, 1972).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/\</td>
<td>Red High AoA, low airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\</td>
<td>Red Slightly high AoA, slightly low airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\</td>
<td>Green On approach AoA, on approach speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\</td>
<td>Green Slightly low AoA, slightly high airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/\</td>
<td>Amber Low AoA, high airspeed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 14: AoA Indexer (Odle, 1972)**

Odle (1972), Egan and Goodson (1978) looked at AoA displays in military aircraft and suggested a standardization of the system and the symbology across the military to reduce confusion and aid in skill and knowledge transfer when switching between different aircraft.

In Ellis’ Light Plane Stall Avoidance and Suppression study (1977), pilots evaluated three styles of AoA indicators: a dial-type indicator with a normalized scale of zero to one, which presented percent of maximum lift available; a vertical indexer with chevrons and a ‘donut’ indicating optimum angle of attack; and a slow-fast meter that was horizontally mounted. It was noted that with familiarity and practice that any of the three styles could be used effectively as an AoA indicator (Ellis, 1977). The study did not mention whether the pilots had any preference towards any particular display style sampled.
4.2 Military AoA Systems

The AoA system for the T-38 (Figure 15) includes a dial indicator for each pilot that displays AoA as a percentage of maximum lift during all phases of flight as well as an AoA indexer which operates and illuminates when the aircraft is configured for landing or when flaps are extended 5 percent or more with the landing gear up (USAF, 1978). The dial is calibrated counterclockwise in increments of 0.1, with each increment from 0 to 1.1, representing approximately 10 percent of aircraft lift. It has two colored arcs, yellow to represent buffet warning and red to represent stall warning. Furthermore, the AoA indicator contained three white indices at 0.18 to denote maximum range, 0.3 to denote maximum endurance, and 0.6 to denote optimum final approach at 1g flight. The indexer will illuminate the chevrons and circle independently or in combination to indicate different AoA conditions such as red for low speed, green for on speed, and yellow for high speed.

![AOA System and Displays](image)

Figure 15: T38 AoA System and Displays (USAF, 1978)

The Navy F/A-18 displays true AoA in degrees in the Head-Up Display (HUD) (Figure 16). When the landing gear is down, an AoA bracket appears. The bracket moves with respect to the velocity vector and the center of this bracket indicates the optimum approach AoA. The pilot also has an AoA indexer mounted to the left of the HUD which operates when the landing gear is down and locked during flight (Figure 17). The chevrons and the circle light up in different combinations to give the pilot a visual indication of the aircraft’s airspeed and AoA during landing. The true airspeed and AoA can be referenced on the HUD as described above (United States Navy, 2008).
Figure 16: Navy F/A-18 HUD display showing AoA and the AoA Bracket (United States Navy, 2008)

Figure 17: Navy F/A-18 AoA Indexer (United States Navy, 2008)
The F-16 AoA system (United States Air Force, 2002) consists of an indicator located on the instrument panel, an indexer located on the top left side of the glareshield and the HUD AoA display (Figure 18). The AoA indicator displays AoA in true degrees on a vertically moving tape indicating -5 to +32 degrees. Color coding from 9 to 17 degrees corresponds to the color coding on the AoA indexer. The AoA indexer provides a visual indication of aircraft AoA by illuminating either one of the chevrons or the circle. The indexer operates continuously with the landing gear handle up or down. The HUD display uses an AoA bracket when the landing gear is lowered. When the flightpath marker is even with the top of the bracket, the AoA of the aircraft is 11 degrees. When the flightpath marker is in the middle of the bracket, the AoA of the aircraft is 13 degrees and when the flight path marker is even with the bottom of the bracket, the AoA of the aircraft is 15 degrees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDICATOR</th>
<th>INDEXER</th>
<th>HUD DISPLAY</th>
<th>ATTITUDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 (RED)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SLOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 (GREEN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ON SPEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 (AMBER)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FAST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18: F-16 AoA Display System (United States Air Force, 2002)

4.3 Commercial Transport and Business Aircraft AoA Indicators

Cessna offers an optional AoA indicator and indexer on their Citation X Model 750 (Figure 19). The indicator is standardized from 0 to 1.0, and contains colored arcs (Cessna, year unknown). The green arc, located from 0 to 0.60, represents normal operation. The yellow arc, located between 0.60 and 0.80, represents the area where the aircraft may be approaching the critical AoA. The yellow arc also contains a symbol between 0.55 and 0.65 and represents the optimum landing approach airspeed. The red arc, from 0.80 to 1.0, represents where low speed buffet may occur and if uncorrected, could continue on to a full stall. The stick-shaker activates around 0.83 +/-0.02. This information is valid for all aircraft configurations and weights. The Cessna approach indexer is mounted on the pilot’s glareshield and uses three lighted symbols to indicate one of five AoA conditions. When lit, the top chevron, colored red, indicates a high AoA. This chevron points down to indicate that the AoA should be decreased. A slightly
high AoA is indicated when the top chevron and the green circle are lit. Only the green circle lights up when the AoA is on the optimal approach reference. A slightly low AoA is indicated when the circle and bottom chevron, colored yellow, are lit. The bottom chevron lights up when the AoA is low. This chevron points up to indicate that the AoA should be increased.

Figure 19: Cessna AoA Indicator and Indexer (Cessna, undated)

Airbus offers an optional AoA indicator on the A340 that provides the crew the true AoA between -5 and +25 degrees (Figure 20). There is an indicator on both the Captain and First Officer side; they are fed directly from the air data inertial reference unit on the corresponding side. In the event of failure of the AoA system, the pointer is positioned at the lower stop and an amber warning flag appears (Airbus, 1995).

Figure 20: Optional Airbus AoA Indicator (Airbus, 1995)
Boeing offers an optional, non-normalized AoA indicator on its 737-600/-700/-800/-900, 767-400, and 777 flight displays (Figure 21). The indicator combines a digital readout, showing body AoA in degrees, and an analog pointer with a red tick mark indicating the stall warning AoA. In addition, an approach reference band in green is shown whenever landing flaps are being used. Because the displayed value of AoA is non-normalized, it can be used as a backup when there is a suspected pitot or static source blockage or failure. This indicator can also be used to determine margin to stall during upset recovery (Cashman, Kelly & Nield, 2000).

Other aircraft manufacturers are also offering AoA indicators. Gulfstream displays AoA as a computed, normalized value ranging from 0.00 to 1.10 with 0.00 corresponding to zero lift, while 1.00 is the stick pusher activation threshold. This normalized AoA information is displayed on the primary flight display (PFD) below the airspeed tape (Figure 22). The AoA number can change color from white, during normal operations, to amber for approach to stall, and to red to indicate a stall. When used together with the airspeed tape, pilots can use these as indications of low speed and/or high AoA situations (Gulfstream, 2003).
4.4 AoA on the HUD

The Rockwell Collins HGS6250 is a Head-up Guidance System that has an AoA indicator (Figure 23) for the HUD. It displays both an analog and a digital readout of AoA. It contains 6 index marks representing from -5 degrees to +20 degrees, and markers that show an approach reference band, a stick-shaker threshold and a maximum lift-over-drag reference (FedEx, 2012).
| **Angle-of-Attack Scale and Indicator** | The Angle-of-Attack (AOA) Scale and Indicator shows on the upper right side of the Combiner display in a fixed position, and provide an analog and digital indication of the current AOA of the aircraft.  

The AOA digital value shows in horizontal, small-size numbers displayed within the AOA scale.  

The AOA Scale includes 6 index marks representing -5 degrees (6 o’clock position) to +20 degrees (10 o’clock position) on the scale.  

The AOA pointer provides a graphical representation of the current AOA with respect to the AOA scale. The pointer is centered within the scale and rotates counterclockwise for an increasing AOA and clockwise for a decreasing AOA. |
| **AOA Approach Reference Band** | The AOA Approach Reference Band is an empty rectangle that rotates around the AOA Scale to indicate the desired AOA for approach.  

The Approach Reference Band is displayed when normal or engine-out landing flaps (20, 25, 30) are selected and indicates the appropriate range of approach AOA for $V_{CAS}+15$ knots. The band adjusts for each flap position and is approximately 1.5 degrees wide. It is not displayed during takeoff or initial climb. |
| **AOA Stick Shaker Trip Point** | The AOA Stick Shaker Trip Point is an empty triangle that rotates around the AOA Scale to indicate the AOA in which the stick shaker will be activated. AOA Stick Shaker Trip Point appears as the AOA pointer approaches stick shaker AOA (within 3 degrees). |
| **AOA Max L/D Symbol** | The AOA Max Lift/Drag (L/D) symbol is an empty circle with reference to the AOA scale to indicate the AOA Max L/D for a given flight condition. Max L/D is only displayed with a clean wing configuration. |

**Figure 23: Rockwell Collins HGS6250 AoA Indicator (Fed Ex, 2012)**

Another option by Rockwell Collins (Figure 24) shows the approach reference band, (which is variable in accordance with flap settings), and a stick-shaker point which indicates the point at which stick-shaker occurs. The area past the stick-shaker pointer is the “stay-out zone” and is represented by groups of hashed lines (Rockwell Collins, 2002)
Figure 24: Rockwell Collins HGS4200 AoA Indicator (Rockwell Collins, 2002)

The styles and types of AoA indicators reviewed are diverse and varied. Most of the studies involving AoA indicators sampled only one indicator and did not compare types of indicators. In those that sampled more than one type, there was little mention by the researchers of any pilot preferences between those sampled. The following research did mention indicator type/style preferences. Tucker and Gordon (1959) stated that the Kollsman system of presenting AoA indirectly on the airspeed indicator was preferred over the Specialties, Inc. AoA indicator displaying arbitrary units. Sixty percent of the instructor pilots in the FAA report *Angle of Attack Presentation in Pilot Training* (Forrest, 1969) felt that a different presentation, other than displaying arbitrary units matched with certain maneuvers, would have been more beneficial. Another pilot preference mentioned in the literature was that AoA be displayed as a percentage of lift available (Odle, 1972). Many studies suggested designing a standardized AoA display to ease acceptance and understanding across aircraft; further studies into this were not found.

4.5 General Aviation AoA Systems

In May 2013, the FAA Fact Sheet for General Aviation Safety stated that AoA indicators are one of the technologies that have the highest possibility of significantly enhancing safety and reducing fatalities. According to the FAA, an AoA indicator gives the pilot a visual aid during critical phases of flight that helps to prevent Loss of Control. The approval of AoA indicators for GA aircraft has been streamlined by the FAA as the Administration works towards encouraging the retrofitting of the entire GA fleet (FAA, Duquette & Dorr, 2013). American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) International has published functional operation and minimum performance requirements for an AoA system in support of this effort (ASTM, 2013). More recently, in February 2014, the FAA released a memorandum that simplified the design and production
approval of AoA systems. Manufacturers, using the functional operation and minimum performance standards published by ASTM International, can apply for FAA approval via a letter certifying that the system meets those standards. This AoA system is a non-required/supplemental system that is to be installed and operated as a stand-alone/independent system. It must not interface with any certificated system (i.e., pitot static, stall warning, etc.) except to draw electrical power needed to run the AoA unit and any sensor or display unit mounting requirements. To keep policy interpretation consistent, the FAA’s Chicago Aircraft Certification Office will be the only office to process the manufacturer’s application of their AoA system for market (FAA, Dorr & Cory, 2014; FAA, Hempe & Seipel, 2014).

Several manufactures offer AoA systems for general aviation aircraft. Garmin offers a normalized AoA indicator (Figure 25) which uses a combination of chevrons and colors to enable the pilot to easily understand the information. The green bars on the bottom show the minimum visible AoA and build towards the calibrated AoA approach target, the small green circle. Increasing the AoA beyond the target is indicated by yellow bars and further by yellow chevrons pointing down. If the AoA increases and exceeds the critical AoA, red chevrons, pointing down, illuminate and begin to flash. There is also an audible alert that begins to beep once the first red chevron is illuminated and increases in intensity and speed until it reaches a constant tone as the top chevron illuminates and flashes, indicating a stall condition (Garmin, 2014).

Figure 25: Garmin GI 260 Angle of Attack Indicator (Garmin, 2014)
Garmin also offers the same AoA indicator displayed on the PFD using the above color and audio features (Figure 26).

Figure 26: Garmin G3X AoA System (Garmin, 2014)

Alpha Systems has a chevron Style AoA display (Figure 27) that will display a green bar to indicate normal operations for cruise and that AoA is low, and no action is required. A blue donut lights up to indicate “Optimum Alpha Angle” which is a 30 percent margin above stall. A yellow chevron lights up indicating a relatively high AoA and the need to take action to reduce AoA. And finally, a red chevron indicates an AoA that is too high; immediate action is required to reduce the AoA and stall recovery procedures should be performed. The display also has sixteen different brightness levels and four different audio options. Each AoA display is calibrated to the aircraft’s specific lift curve (Alpha Systems, 2014).

Figure 27: Alpha System AoA Griffin Chevron Display (Alpha Systems, 2014)
ICON Aircraft offers an AoA system on its A5 Light Sport Aircraft (Figure 28) that is currently in production. It is an analog display that gives graphical information about how much lift is available from the wing before it stalls. The indicator uses green, yellow, and red sectors to give a direct indication of the performance of the wing in real time (ICON, 2013).

![ICON A5 Light Sport Aircraft AoA indicator](ICON, 2013)

**Figure 28: ICON A5 Light Sport Aircraft AoA indicator (ICON, 2013)**

These examples are just a sampling of the many different types of General Aviation AoA indicators currently on the market. This was not meant to be a complete list and peer-reviewed research was not found on any current AoA indicators on the market.
5. AoA Display Benefits

5.1 Energy State Awareness/Upset Recovery

During low speed conditions and/or upset recovery situations, presenting a visual cue of AoA information in the cockpit can allow the pilot to gather independent verification of how the wing is flying and whether the aircraft's AoA is increasing, decreasing or holding steady. This information may be useful when a pilot is disoriented and cannot trust vestibular cues or their own seat-of-the-pants intuition (Ellis, 1977; Langdon, 1969; Odle, 1972). The literature is reviewed to evaluate evidence that the display of AoA in the cockpit has been useful for energy awareness, stall awareness, and stall and upset recovery.

AC 120-09 from the FAA (2012) states that any transport category airplane must have one or more natural or synthetic indications of an approach to stall. These may include: aerodynamic buffeting (some airplanes will buffet more than others), reduced roll stability and aileron effectiveness, visual or aural cues and warnings, reduced elevator (pitch) authority, inability to maintain altitude or arrest rate of descent, and/or stick shaker activation (if installed) (FAA, 2012).

AoA information may drive one or several of these indications and the visual display of AoA may complement the stall warning systems already in place. Binary stall warning systems (i.e., stall horns, stick shakers) provide a fixed margin to stall. These systems typically do not provide information leading up to that activation, nor does it provide information between the stall warning and the aerodynamic stall. An airspeed indicator provides information across the entire range of the flight envelope, but is only accurate for stall prediction in un-accelerated flight. An AoA indicator provides information across the same flight envelope range as an airspeed indicator, but remains accurate under accelerated G loads. The AOA indicator can keep the pilot from entering into a situation where binary stall warning systems activate and can also provide information between the warning activation and actual aerodynamic stall, depending on the format and resolution of the display. An AoA indicator adds a margin of safety to low speed maneuvers by providing information about how the wing is flying and enables the pilot to keep the aircraft in the air. For example, when flying a holding pattern, an increase in AoA can be an indication of wing icing. The extra wing loading due to turns at low speed can induce a stall quickly, even on a “clean” wing (Air Safety Week, 1999).

When stall warning systems are misunderstood, as in Air France Flight 447 (Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses, 2012), an AoA indicator can be a single point of reference where the pilot can see the margin to stall and determine whether the aircraft is in a stall. An AoA indicator would have given the pilot knowledge of how the wing was flying. This knowledge can be crucial in the first few seconds of an emergency and can give vital information that assists the pilot in recovering the aircraft. In Air France 447, the accident report noted that the crew inadvertently entered an upset situation after an autopilot disconnect. The destabilization of the flight resulted in a sustained stall, which the crew never formally identified or recovered from. The instantaneous feedback of an AoA indicator can give the pilot key information quickly that can be used to assess the
flight condition and keep the aircraft in the air. This information may allow better comprehension of what is happening which can increase their situation and energy state awareness (Ellis, 1977).

While pitch attitude - the angle between the aircraft body reference and the horizon - can typically be recognized by pilots, this is not the case when pilots attempt to determine AoA. Trubshaw, as quoted in Karayanakis (1982) believes that, from the pilot’s standpoint, the rate of change of AoA while approaching a stall is a significant piece of information that should be displayed. Furthermore, Hancock (1972) stated that a pilot can believe that the aircraft has recovered from a stall, based on pitch attitude, their vestibular system and/or other clues, but still be at a critical AoA which can lead to a secondary stall.

AoA information can give the pilot the ability to reliably use the aircraft’s maximum climb performance, which is necessary to effectively travel through severe wind shear. However, this is rarely directly displayed in the cockpit. Therefore, in a 1983 report it was suggested that AoA indicators be installed as part of the cockpit instrumentation displayed to the pilot. These indicators are considered to be “simple instruments” that can accurately inform a pilot how best to fly their aircraft (Townsend, 1983).

The investigation of a fatal December 1995 accident of American Airlines Flight 965 in Cali, Columbia found that after the Ground Proximity Warning System sounded, the first officer repeatedly increased pitch attitude until the stick-shaker activated and then reduced pitch until the stick-shaker warning ended. The first officer may have been using the stick-shaker activation as an indication of the aircraft’s maximum AoA that would enable him to gain the maximum available thrust and altitude. Without an actual AoA indicator, the pilot could not keep the pitch attitude in the stick-shaker region because he had no idea how much lift was still available or how close the aircraft was to a stall. The report showed that if he had held the AoA at stick-shaker activation steadily during his recovery, the aircraft may have cleared the first collision site (NTSB, 1996). As a result of these findings, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) issued Safety Recommendation A-96-094. It reads:

TO THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION (FAA): Require that all transport-category aircraft present pilots with angle-of-attack info in a visual format, and that all air carriers train their pilots to use the info to obtain maximum possible airplane climb performance. (NTSB, 1996)

This recommendation was reiterated again after a fatal December 1996 accident of an Airborne Express DC-8 in Narrows, Virginia. In this report the NTSB also states that “a display of angle of attack on the flight deck would have maintained the flightcrew’s awareness of the stall condition and it would have provided direct indication of the pitch attitudes required for recovery throughout the attempted stall recovery sequence.” The NTSB also believed that the accident may have been prevented if a direct indication of AoA was presented to the flightcrew (NTSB, 1997).
The FAA evaluated the NTSB’s recommendation A-96-094 and found that using ground proximity warning systems would reduce the occurrence of ground proximity escape maneuvers by enabling the pilot to determine a terrain threat well before any maximum climb maneuver would be needed. The NTSB mentioned in a later response to the FAA that there were several other scenarios where AoA information would have been beneficial to the flightcrew. These included erroneous airspeed, blocked static ports, and improperly entered fuel weight. The FAA believed that these scenarios and the accidents they caused were not related to the original need for maximum climb performance, but instead could be addressed without requiring AoA indicators. The FAA further stated that pilots can reference the predetermined pitch and power settings to accomplish continued flight and landing in such incidents. The NTSB stated in 2001 that an AoA indicator is a single point of reference that gives a quick indication of the margin to stall and is more accessible than the charts providing recommended pitch and power setting for each scenario (NTSB, 2001). While the issues brought up in the discussion between the NTSB and the FAA have been addressed by incorporating terrain avoidance systems and better defined procedures and training in those systems, there is still a missing component, one that may improve all of the systems already in use, a cockpit display of AoA.

Ellis (1977), Langdon (1969) and Odle (1972) believed using AoA in low speed situations may be useful as an aid to upset recovery. The aircraft incidents described above are included as they contain recommendations that may prevent those same situations from happening again. Current studies researching the use of AoA indicators as an aid in airplane energy state awareness or upset recovery were not found.

5.2 Detect/Diagnose Air Data System Failures

An AoA indicator may be effective as an additional independent or redundant information source in the event of a pitot static system failure. AoA may be a useable indication of airspeed during recovery as both airspeed and AoA offer the same accuracy in low speed operations (Carlquist, 1960; Odle, 1972). The literature is reviewed to assess the efficacy of AoA in detection, diagnosis, or recovery in the event of air data system failures.

In 1996, both a Birgenair 757 and an AeroPeru 757 crashed due to blocked pitot systems. In these accidents, the airspeed and altitude indicators gave conflicting and erroneous readings and the pilots were without a secondary system to use as a cross check. An AoA indicator could be used to detect and diagnose air data system failures. In the event of pitot tube blockage, an AoA indicator can serve as a secondary source of information to confirm the suspected issue and prevent an inadvertent loss of control, thereby assisting the pilot in keeping the aircraft in the air. (Air Safety Week, 1999).

Following an incident involving a UPS 747-200 freighter with unreliable readings of both altitude and airspeed, due to open static port drain lines, UPS asked that their response be included in the final report of the Irish Air Accident Investigation Unit (AAIU). It is as follows:
An additional option that should be addressed is the inclusion of an Angle of Attack (AoA) presentation in the cockpit. The AoA provides immediate reference for stall protection in the event that there is a failure of both airspeed indicators. The information presented by the AoA is immediate and continuous as opposed to the task of referencing charts in manuals. It is also more accurate than using Target Pitch and Thrust Settings. Additionally, in cases where the Captain's and the First Officer's airspeed indicators do not agree, the AoA would provide a reference source to the flight crew to help determine which airspeed indicator is reading correctly (AIUU, 2000).

The AIUU’s lead investigator for the case, Graham Liddy, stated that an AoA indicator is a single point of reference that is simple and easier than looking for pitch and thrust information from books and graphics during an emerging situation. Having AoA information readily accessible can keep the crews from becoming distracted and allow for a quicker diagnosis and recovery (Air Safety Week, 2004).

As part of its investigation into the Air France accident of Flight 447 on June 1, 2009, due to blocked pitot tubes, the Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses (BEA) stated that “only a direct readout of the angle of attack could enable crews to rapidly identify the aerodynamic situation of the aeroplane and take actions that may be required.” (Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses, 2012) One of the many factors that are believed to be a contributing cause of this accident is the crew not identifying or reacting to the stall warning. This may be because of a combination of factors, one of which is that there was not any visual indication available to confirm the approach to stall given by the aural stall warning (Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses, 2012).

Most of the recommendations for using AoA indicators as a backup for pitot static system failure were written in response to incidents that occurred. Current research into the use of AoA as a verification for pitot static system failure was not found.
6. Training

The display of AoA as discussed in Section 2 has been shown to provide beneficial information to the flight crew. As part of the cost-benefit trade-off, the question of the training and proficiency requirements for various indicators must be considered. In this section, the literature was reviewed to identify training provided prior to the various research studies and any remarks about either provided or suggested training.

In some of the studies reviewed, little to no training was given to pilots before using the AoA indicators (Gordon & Tucker, 1959; Ellis, 1977). While there was also not any training done for the AoA portion of Svimonoff’s 1958 *Air Force Integrated Flight Instrument* report, it was recommended that a training program be created to allow the Air Force to take full advantage of the new AoA system (Svimonoff, 1958).

Forrest (1969) studied the impact of presenting AoA instrumentation training during initial private pilot training. He also looked into determining when to present AoA during instruction so that it would have the biggest impact on learning. This study was carried out in the initial phases of flight instruction and ground school for student pilots. Training for both groups was identical except the experimental group’s instruction contained the addition of AoA indicator instruction. Of the ten instructors, seven felt that incorporation of an AoA indicator during commercial and instrument training would improve the attainment of pilot skills enough to warrant installing an AoA indicator in general aviation aircraft. It was found that some of the student pilots in the experimental group seemed, at times, confused by the AoA indicator. The original idea that incorporating an AoA indicator into pilot training would simplify the process of learning to fly was only accomplished once the student pilot had enough knowledge to properly utilize the instrument. Once this occurred, the experimental pilot group obtained an 8.32% increase in their final check ride performance over the 20 hour check ride scores, while the control group only achieved a 1.54% increase in their performance. Some flight instructors and examiners involved in the study offered the opinion that teaching the use of an AoA indicator during instrument flight training would better utilize the full potential of the indicator. The study concluded that there was no significant difference in flying performance or apparent maneuvering skills between those students trained on the use of an AoA indicator and those trained without. This led to the recommendation that there be no further consideration given to adding AoA training at the private pilot level. There was a suggestion that a project be considered to determine the advantage of adding AoA indicator training during instrument flight training.

In Gee, Gaidtsick, and Enevoldson’s 1971 evaluation study, no formal training on how to use the provided AoA indicator was given. The safety pilot did direct the participating pilots to develop a technique to use for the study, but each pilot was encouraged to develop his own technique in using the information displayed.

In the 1972 military study to determine which flying maneuvers could be flown using an AoA indicator and how the information should be used during those maneuvers, the test pilots were given a thorough briefing before flight to ensure familiarity with the AoA
system (Odle, 1972). At the conclusion of the study, it was recommended that AoA training be available for instructor pilots at each base as soon as AoA equipped aircraft became available. Furthermore, it was recommended that a training film be made detailing the procedures, techniques, and uses and of an AoA indicator in the cockpit.

Boeing (Cashman, Kelly, Nield, 2000) stated that using an AoA indicator can be a way to increase understanding of the physics of flight as well as aid in a crew’s situation awareness of their aircraft’s wing during normal and non-normal flight conditions. While the AoA indicator is considered unambiguous, its use and reliability as a secondary backup indicator is dependent on each individual airline’s training scenarios and procedures. Training should focus on emphasizing the use of an AoA indicator as a cross-check/back-up to airspeed and Mach indicators, as well as the understanding that AoA information is most useful during low speed, high AoA flight to aid in stall prevention and upset recovery. Furthermore, the green approach band on the Boeing AoA indicator can be used as a cross-check for configuration, reference speed calculation, and/or gross weight errors. However, staying within this green band during the approach phase of the flight, without taking into consideration the regulatory requirements that lead to normal variations of AoA measurement, can lead to inappropriate approach speeds.

Conclusive studies involving research into whether training on the use of an AoA indicator made a difference in its use was not found. The literature reviewed contained limited information on whether training was given or not, with little description to the type of training offered. Suggestions for training found in Cashman, et al. (2000) provide the only detailed discussion of training needs for large transport airplanes.
7. Concluding Remarks

This work collected and reviewed literature to assess the state-of-the-science with respect to the benefits of using various forms of AoA displays to aid in energy state awareness, upset recovery, and diagnosis of air data system failure. Different styles and types of AoA indicators and displays were discussed with descriptions of each.

AoA indicators have been shown to give pilots more accurate control and knowledge of the aircraft’s performance and aerodynamics, which is especially useful as the aircraft approaches a stall. In addition, some studies have shown that AoA indicators are effective in reducing pilot workload. The most beneficial use of an AoA display may be as an aid in upset prevention/recovery situations and the detection of pitot or static system failures. However, definitive works quantifying these benefits were not found. The literature did show that AoA can be a beneficial display and may be used in the following phases of flight: take-off, climb, turning, maximizing cruise, descent, final approach, low speed maneuvers, maneuvers to flare, landing, as well as high g turns, approach to stall, and identifying and recovering from stalls at low and high altitudes. However, definitive works that determine the requirements for an AoA display were not found.

Training was offered in some studies, while others allowed the subject pilots to attain their own techniques for the use of AoA indicators in flight. Definitive works to determine the requirements for training for and with AoA information were not identified in this review. This work concludes with the recommendation that two lines of research be pursued for further investigation of appropriate AoA indicator design and training.
8. Recommendations

Based on the literature review, the benefits of an AoA display have been touted - that is, it can provide a direct indication of the airflow angle relative to the wing, which can be especially beneficial for stall margin awareness, and it may also be useful in detecting air data failures. However, most of the literature concerning the benefits in these areas is conjecture based on the information available from an AoA display and how it may be used by a pilot/crew.

Further, the lack of AoA research since about the late 1970s warrants further studies. In particular, two lines of research are recommended:

- Current research into the display of AoA is needed. Research should be conducted into how to best display AoA and when it should be used during commercial transport aircraft operations. The effectiveness of AoA, or any parameter for that matter, is significantly influenced by where and how the information is presented and how it can be integrated and used in the intended operation.

- Very little data was found on how pilots should be trained to use AoA and how a training program can best transfer its utility and benefits to the users. Future research must also consider the extent of training and training methods for dedicated AoA indicators.
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The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) conducted a literature review to determine the potential benefits of a display of angle-of-attack (AoA) on the flight deck of commercial transport that may aid a pilot in energy state awareness, upset recovery, and/or diagnosis of air data system failure. This literature review encompassed an exhaustive list of references available and includes studies on the benefits of displaying AoA information during all phases of flight. It also contains information and descriptions about various AoA indicators such as dial, vertical and horizontal types as well as AoA displays on the primary flight display and the head up display. Any training given on the use of an AoA indicator during the research studies or experiments is also included for review.